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Spelling list: Characters in Shadow of the Wind

 by Carlos Ruiz Zafón weaves a gripping tale of mystery and love in post-war Barcelona. Shadow of the Wind
When young Daniel discovers an obscure book by Juli n Carax, he embarks on a quest to unravel Carax's 
enigmatic life, uncovering dark secrets and a passion for literature that transcends time.

Daniel
 Sempere, the novel's protagonist, is a young and curious book lover Daniel

who embarks on a quest to uncover the mysteries surrounding Julián Carax.

Sempere
Daniel  , the novel's protagonist, is a young and curious book lover Sempere

who embarks on a quest to uncover the mysteries surrounding Julián Carax.

Julián
 Carax is an enigmatic and troubled writer whose life and literary Julián

works become central to the novel's intricate plot.

Carax
Julián  is an enigmatic and troubled writer whose life and literary Carax

works become central to the novel's intricate plot.

Fermín

 Romero de Torres, a friend of Daniel's family, is a resourceful and Fermín

witty character who plays a significant role in unraveling the secrets of 

Carax.

Romero

Fermín  de Torres, a friend of Daniel's family, is a resourceful and Romero

witty character who plays a significant role in unraveling the secrets of 

Carax.

de Torres

Fermín Romero  , a friend of Daniel's family, is a resourceful and de Torres

witty character who plays a significant role in unraveling the secrets of 

Carax.

Tomás
 Aguilar is Daniel's best friend, a steadfast companion who shares in Tomás

his adventures and discoveries.

Aguilar
Tomás  is Daniel's best friend, a steadfast companion who shares in Aguilar

his adventures and discoveries.

Isaac
 Aldaya is a wealthy collector of rare books, and his character adds an Isaac

aura of intrigue to the story.
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Aldaya Isaac  is a wealthy collector of rare books, and his character adds an Aldaya

aura of intrigue to the story.

Beatriz
 Aguilar is Tomás's younger sister and a pivotal character in Daniel's Beatriz

life.

Penélope  Aldaya is Isaac Aldaya's daughter.Penélope

Fernando
Father  Ramos is a priest and family friend who provides guidance Fernando

to Daniel.

Ramos
Father Fernando  is a priest and family friend who provides guidance Ramos

to Daniel.

Nuria
 Monfort is a knowledgeable researcher and archivist with a deep Nuria

understanding of Carax's life and literary works.

Monfort
Nuria  is a knowledgeable researcher and archivist with a deep Monfort

understanding of Carax's life and literary works.

Fumero
Inspector  , the story's antagonist, is a corrupt policeman who Fumero

becomes a formidable adversary for Daniel and his friends.

Gustavo
Don  Barceló is a former friend of Carax and serves as a crucial Gustavo

source of information about the writer's mysterious life.

Barceló
Don Gustavo  is a former friend of Carax and serves as a crucial Barceló

source of information about the writer's mysterious life.
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